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Abstract

This paper aims to formally define a concept of interpretability according to natural language of a logical theory, 
and show advances for demonstrating that the logic system called Compensatory Fuzzy Logic is interpretable. A 
logical theory is interpretable according to natural language if the calculus based upon the elements of this logical 
theory can be understood in natural language and vice versa. We present conditions necessary for a logical theory to
be called interpretable, especially Compensatory Fuzzy Logic.
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1. Introduction

Multidisciplinary sciences are the studies regarding an 
object of a known discipline, using variables, concepts, 
results, and methods of different disciplines. 
Interdisciplinary Sciences are studies regarding a new 
object not belonging to a specific discipline, using 
variables, concepts, results, and methods stemming 
from different disciplines.

However, our vocation is transdisciplinarian, which can 
be defined as studies creating theories and applications 
of them, combining variables, concepts, results and 
methods of different disciplines, into new variables, 
concepts, results and methods of a new theory (a 
transdiscipline).

Soft computing plays a role legate for trans-
disciplinarity, because its essential properties: (1) It 
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realizes an open and multicultural space, (2) Includes 
evolutionary and Bio-inspired algorithms and (3) 
Allows hybridization.

Therefore, if Soft Computing inspires for the 
definition of transdisciplinary methods, then the 
following two characteristics can be articulated: General 
hybridization and theoretical hybridization are formally 
and experimentally justified by transdisciplinary logical 
theories. This definition of transdisciplinary methods 
leads to study many disciplines in another manner of 
understanding them.

For instance, a transdisciplinarian way to define and 
understand Knowledge Discovery, including the narrow 
sense of Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge 
Engineering and Decision Analysis, based on General 
and Theoretical Hybridization has to fulfill the 
following properties: Discovery of knowledge from all 
possible sources (human and factual ones) and their 
combination. Emphasis on Data Mining compound 
problems. Emphasis on knowledge based Decision 
Analysis, according preference knowledge, and 
knowledge regarding the relation between attributes and 
other variables of the problem.

The advantages of Knowledge Discovery with
Fuzzy Predicates can be outlined as follows:

Generality: Their structures could deal with a wide 
spectrum of Data Mining problems (Clusters, 
Association Rules, Classification Rules, etc.) and 
Decision Making Analysis and Support problems as 
well.

Language Interpretability possibilities 
Graphical Interpretability: Trees, graphs, neural 

networks, maps, other ones
The possibilities of communication can be based on 

clear mapping among semiotic registers, Natural or 
professional language, Fuzzy Logic Predicates, Trees, 
Neural Networks or Graphs, Cognitive Maps and 
Informatics Language (For example Fuzzy Description 
Logics).

This paper aims to introduce a formal definition of 
interpretability, which is the property fulfilled by a 
logical theory, such that there is a two sided relation 
between the results of the calculus upon the field of 
such theory over its objects by using its operators, and 
on the other side, the meanings of them represented in 
the natural or professional language. The interchange 
between the field of the logical theory calculus and the 
natural or professional language representation should 

be transparent, but not necessarily isomorphic, with the 
purpose to represent the knowledge. 

This definition needs to be a transdisciplinary one by 
taking into account important elements of different 
mathematical disciplines. This paper proposes a way to 
advance towards Knowledge Engineering intention of 
modelling tacit knowledge into explicit formal models 
using a logical theory.

This is simultaneously a way to construct a 
transdisciplinary logical theory, looking for the 
proposed definition of Interpretability. Epigraph 2
introduces the new transdisciplinary way to understand 
interpretability and epigraph 3 introduces in this context 
the principal elements of a logical theory called 
Compensatory Fuzzy Logic. Sections 4 and 5, explain 
and illustrate propositions in relation with decision 
making, bivalent logic and statistics. Finally, sections 6, 
7 and 8 resume advances, conclusions and outline future 
research. Interpretability of a logical theory

The previous attempts to achieve interpretability by 
means of fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets can be found in 
many well-known approaches like fuzzy control (Fuzzy 
Systems), fuzzy operators, t-norms and t-conorms and
Computing with Words (CWW) among others.

However, Fuzzy Control is limited to rules and is 
not compatible with classical rationality and the 
evolution considered towards more accurate methods 
affects the interpretability1,2, the isolated operators are 
limited to deal with interpretability by labels.3-6

The t-norm and t-conorm approach and Fuzzy 
Logic, in general, offers a formal treatment, but without 
practical results according interpretability and do not 
include the treatment of fuzzy systems by rules. 5-12

Computing with Words (CWW), Linguistic Data 
Summarization, use specific structures called 
protoforms and they are not recognized in the areas of,
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Natural 
Language understanding (NLU). 13-16

To sum up, the interpretability approaches by fuzzy 
logic and fuzzy sets exhibit at least one of the following 
deficiencies: (1) a lack of compatibility with classical 
rationality, (2) a lack of compatibility with human 
behavior, (3) a lack of consideration of Fuzzy Systems 
study or (4) a contradiction between interpretability and 
accuracy.

Two other theories define interpretability as an 
essential concept. Those are the Languages theory17 and 
the Models theory18, 19. As indicated by languages 
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theory, a theory T is interpretable in (according) S, if the
language of T can be translated to the language of S, in 
such a way, that theory S proves each theorem 
translation of T, see Ref. 20.

In Model theory, a structure A is said to interpret a 
structure B (viz. B interpretable in A) if there is a 
definable subset D of A, and definable relations and 
functions on D, such that B is isomorphic to the 
structure with domain D and these functions and 
relations.

This allows representing elements of B using 
elements of D, operate with this representation, using 
operations of structure A and return the results to the 
structure B, see Ref. 19.

Our point of view to resolve the scientific problem 
explained above is that interpretability of a logical 
theory according language, should be Interpretability 
according logical theories and paradigms associated 
with social practices very much in relation with natural 
and professional language like and Logics, Decision 
Making theories and methods, Mathematical Statistics 
and others.

Hence, the hypothesis that we prove on this paper is 
the following: a theoretical approach of interpretable 
theories by Bivalent Logic, and compatible with 
selected elements of Decision Making theories and 
Mathematical Statistics will be compatible with human 
behavior, Knowledge Discovery methods for particular 
problems, Mamdani approach for Fuzzy Systems and 
accuracy improvement of its application in complex 
and/or high dimensionality problems of fuzzy control.
The points that we should follow to demonstrate that a 
logical theory is interpretable are stated below:

1. Creating a new theoretical approach interpretable 
by Bivalent Logic, and compatible with selected 
elements of Decision Making theories and 
Mathematical Statistics

2. Elaboration on computational tools
3. Applications to different fields
4. Elaboration and application of experiments testing 

the following elements:
4.1. Compatibility with human behavior,
4.2. Compatibility with Knowledge Discovery methods 

for particular problems
4.3. Compatibility with the Mamdani approach in 

simple cases,
4.4. Accuracy improvement in complex and high 

dimensional cases of Fuzzy Control, 

4.5. Compatibility with protoforms used in CWW and 
LDS

4.6. Robustness.
This study demonstrates that Compensatory Fuzzy 

Logic is a logical theory, which satisfies the first point 
specified above. 21-23

So far, we have proved that this fuzzy logic system 
can be defined as interpretable, according to our 
definition of interpretability. We introduce the notions
of Compensatory Fuzzy Logic.

2. Introduction to Compensatory Fuzzy Logic

Compensatory Fuzzy Logic (CFL) is a multivalued 
logic axiomatic approach different of norm and conorm 
axiomatic. They must satisfy characteristics of 
descriptive approach of decision-making and the 
normative approaches to decision making. 21-23

It is based on four operators (denoted as c,d,n,o).
Here: c: [0,1] [0,1] is called conjunction, 

d: [0,1] [0,1] disjunction, n: [0,1] [0,1] negation 
and o: [0,1] [0,1] fuzzy-strict ordering.

It satisfies the following axioms listed below:
(i) Compensation Axiom

min(x1,x2,...,xn 1,x2,...,xn 1,x2,...,xn)
(ii) Symmetry or Commutativity Axiom

c(x1,x2,...,xi,...,xj,...,xn)= c(x1,x2,...,xj,,...,xi,...,xn)
(iii) Strict Growth Axiom

If x1=y1, x2=y2, ...., xi-1=yi-1, xi+1=yi+1,...., xn=yn are 
different to zero and xi>yi then 
c(x1,x2,...,xn)>c(y1,y2,...,yn)
(iv) Veto Axiom If xi=0 for any i then c(x)=0.
(v) Fuzzy Reciprocity Axiom o(x,y) = n[o(y,x)].

(vi) Fuzzy Transitivity Axiom If o(x,y) 0.5 and 
o(y,z) 0.5, then o(x, z) max(o(x,y),o(y,z)) 

(vii) De Morgan’s Laws:
n(c(x1,x2,...,xn)) = d(n(x1),n(x2),...,n(xn))  

n(d(x1,x2,...,xn)) = c(n(x1),n(x2),...,n(xn))

Implications can be defined in different ways:
1. S-implication: S(x,y)=d(n(x),y), where d and n are 

the disjunction and negation operators, respectively.
2. R-implication: R(x,y)=sup{z [0,1]:c(x,z

where c is the conjunction operator. 
3. QL-implication, IQL(x,y)=d(n(x),c(x,y)) 
4. A-implication: The operator satisfies a group of 

axioms, which implicitly associate it with the 
conjunction, disjunction and negation operators 
For example, the Law of Importation
(x y z x y z)) is one of its axioms, where 
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-arithmetic means, which include for 
example the geometric mean, are operators expressed in 
the following form
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We have a family of CFLs called Quasi Arithmetic 
Mean based Compensatory Logic (QAMBCL).
The function 
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is the universal proposition.
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is the existential proposition.
For continuous cases, the formulas of universal and 

existential propositions are expressed as follows.
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Furthermore particular system of QAMBCL is the 
Geometric Mean based Compensatory Logic (GMBCL), 
where conjunction and disjunction operators are 
expressed in the following manner
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Negation is n(x) = 1-x and disjunction is the dual of 
the conjunction, namely
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Refer to the series of figures, Fig. 1 - 4.

Fig. 1. The conjunction operator in the form of the Geometric 
Mean.
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Fig. 2. Disjunction operator as the dual of the Geometric 
Mean.

Fig. 3. i(x,y)=d(n(x),y) S-implication defined for GMBCL

Fig. 4. i(x,y)=d(n(x),c(x,y)) QL-implication defined for 
GMBCL

The universal and existential operators defined for the 
GMBCL are stated in the form (in case of discrete 
variables).
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The continuous versions of these formulas read as 
follows
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3. Interpretability of CFL in the setting of 
Decision Making theories

The axioms of CFL is compatible with many axioms of 
normative Decision Theory, while the compound 
predicates can be understood as utility functions. 

CFL satisfies that conjunction and disjunction have 
the behavior of multiattribute value functions theory. 
These operators fulfill the strictly increasing property 
and also the De Morgan properties as very consensual 
properties, as well as the veto option, which is common 
for European School and multiplicative value theory.

In CFL conjunction and disjunction are not 
associative because of the convenience of differentiate 
among different attributes hierarchies like AHP and 
ANP are used to do, but even better differentiating 
conjunctive trees and disjunctive trees.24,25 Then, like all 
compensatory operators are not associative, it is enough 
to take compensatory operators satisfying veto and 
strictly growth as a way to satisfy the desired properties.
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Conditionals can deal with properties like 
dependence between attributes, situation, which is not 
possible in the framework of Multiattribute value 
function theory.

Fuzzy predicates have the ability to deal with binary 
relations as well
preferences between alternatives and attributes. Then, a 
fuzzy strict order relation is introduced in 
correspondence with the negation used into the De 
Morgan properties.

Example 1. (Decision making illustrating 
interpretability in a Competitive Positioning Model, see 
Ref. 26.)

According to experts, an enterprise is competitive in 
a line of products in a market, if its economy is solid, its 
technological position is advanced and it is very strong 
in this product line in this market.

The attributes in the model are the following:

c(x): Enterprise x is competitive.
s(x): Enterprise  x has a solid economy
T(x): Enterprise x has an advanced technological 
position.
l(x): Enterprise x is strong in the line of products in this 
market.

The predicate obtained for defining competitiveness is 
c(x)= s(x) T(x) l2(x). This example can be 
represented by the logical tree of the Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Logical tree representing the predicates considered in
example 1.

The attribute of solid economy can be stated as: An 
enterprise has a solid economy if it has a nice financial 
state and good amount of sales. Whether financial state 
would be somewhat negative, it should be compensated 
by a very good amount of sales.

Then, the initial model takes into account the more 
accurate predicate 

s(x)=(f(x) V(x)) ((¬f(x))0.5 V(x)2), where the new 
attributes are represented by the propositions:
s(x): Enterprises x has a solid economy.
f(x): Enterprises x has good financial state.
V(x): Enterprises x has good amount of sales.

The new logic tree is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Developed logical tree resulting from Fig. 5.

An even more accurate model introduces the concept 
of advanced technological position according to the 
following statement:

An Enterprise has an advanced technological 
position if its present technology is good; it owns 
patents, or many products in Research-Development 
Projects, or it is used to use important amount of money 
for Research Development Project. If its technology is 
not good, then it should have many products in 
Research-Development Projects or it is used to use very 
important amount of money for this kind of projects.

Now, the model includes the compound predicate 

T(x)=t(x) (p(x) i(x) d(x)) ((¬t)0.5(x)
(p2(x) i2(x) d2(x)),

where:

T(x): Enterprises x has an advanced technological 
position
t(x): Enterprises  x present technology is good
p(x): Enterprises x owns patents
i(x): Enterprises x has products in research-development 
projects
d(x): Enterprises x is used to use important amount of 
money for research-development projects
the resulting tree is represented in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. The logical tree of Fig. 6.

If the concept of good in a line of products in a 
market is defined like: An enterprise is good in a line of 
products in a market, if it has a strong position on that 
market, a diverse line of products, and it is independent 
of providers, then l(x)= m(x) vl(x) ip(x), where:

l(x): x is good in the line of products 
m(x): x is strong in the market
vl(x): x has a diverse line of products
ip(x): x is independent of its providers

Then, the tree is represented in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Final version of the logical tree representing example 1.

The model above was applied to study Tissue adhesive 
markets, particularly companies that we call A, B, C y 
D, and the results are summarized in tables 1 and 2.
Table 1 shows the truth values of the basic predicates, 
obtained directly from expert or from data using the 
correspondent membership functions. Table 2 contains 
the truth values of mixed predicates calculated from the 
ones in table 1, using the predicates formulas. See ref 
26.

Taking into account the results shown in Tables 1 
and 2, particularly the values appeared on the last line of 
table 2, we can conclude that company C is the most 

Due to interpretability of CFL, this conclusion has a 
meaning according to natural language, we can use the 

phrase expressed in natural language: ‘competitiveness 
of company C is somewhat true’, see table 3. 

Table 1. Results of the model applied to the case study for 
tissue adhesive markets.

x A B C D
f(x) 0.5 0.6 0.9 0
V(x) 0.47 0.63 0.75 0.99
t(x) 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8
P(x) 0.93 0.41 0.62 0.81
i(x) 0.81 1 0.55 0.79
d(x) 0.61 0.95 0 0.7
Ip(x) 0.6 0.8 1 0.5
vl(x) 0.23 0.77 0.92 0.39
m(x) 0.1 0.4 0.8 1

Table 2. Final results of the model applied to the case study 
for tissue adhesive markets. Geometric mean based 
Compensatory Logic with the correspondent QL implication 
were used.

x A B C D
S(x) 0.5 0.611 0.812 0
T(x) 0.516 0.682 0.584 0.763
l(x) 0.234 0.627 0.903 0.58
L2(x) 0.058 0.393 0.815 0.336
C(x) 0.246 0.545 0.728 0

Table 3. Categorical table of truth values

Truth value Category
0 0 Aabsolutely false
0.1 Aalmost false
0.2 Eenough false
0.3 Ssomewhat false
0.4 mmore false than true
0.5 Aas true as false
0.6 mmore true than false
0.7 Ssomewhat true 
0.8 Eenough true
0.9 Aalmost true
1 absolutely true

4. Interpretability of CFL according to Bivalent 
Logic and Statistics

CFL is interpretable according to bivalent logic in the 
sense that the continuity (or a finite number of 
removable discontinuities) of CFL operators allows to 
approximate the validity of a formula in CFL by the 
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validity of that formula in the bivalent logic, if the 
neighborhood of truth values is enough small.

Bivalent logic offers a classical point of view of 
interpretability, where every predicate has been 
historically used as the manner to represent knowledge 
in formal sciences like mathematics or physics.

Definition 1. (See Ref. 27)
A Compensatory Inference System is the combination of 
a Compensatory Logic and an implication operator.

In this context, an implication is a continuous 
operator (or at least with a finite number of removable 
discontinuities) i: [0,1] [0,1] which satisfy the truth 
table of the Bivalent Logic.

Definition 2.
Formulas of CFL Propositional Calculus are composed 
functions 1,01,0: np of the operators c, d, n and i.

Definition 3.
Let p(x) be a formula of the propositional calculus in 
CFL. A formula is valid according CFL if whatever 
could exist a set S of neighborhoods of 
elements belonging to {0,1} such that the CFL 
universal proposition x S p(x

Theorem 1.

is valid in the bivalent logic, if and only if, it is valid 
according CFL.

Theorem 1 demonstrates the interpretability of CFL 
according to bivalent logic.

Theorem 2.
If p(x)>0 for any x in a universe X, then the formula of 

the universal proposition )))f(p(
n
1(f)p(

M

1

M xx
xx

over any probabilistic sample M of S, of the predicate 
p(x), is a statistical estimator of the truth value of the 
universal proposition over X. 

Theorem 2 proofs interpretability properties of CFL 
according to statistics. We have to take into account that 
probability theory is also a wide accepted and validated 
theory of mathematics applied to many social, natural 
and exact sciences.

The last result proves the possibilities for getting 
knowledge from samples and Monte Carlo simulations 
with the character of estimators over the universe.

Therefore, there are two kinds of Knowledge 
Discovery by predicates: 

1. Searching is made using as objective function, the 
universal proposition truth value of a specific 
predicate over the set of instances of the used Data 
Base, changing the parameters values of the 
membership functions, adjusting them for 
improving the truth value of a hypothesis (Local 
search by optimization methods).

2. Modifying the structure of predicates, looking into 
the space of all possible predicates. (Global search 
by metaheuristics).

Example 2. (Hypothesis of Mexican economy to
illustrate the first kind of Knowledge Discovery).
There are three dynamical hypotheses for describing the 
Mexican economy in natural language:
1. If past time t from t0 is short, GDP at t0 is high, and 

exchange rate peso-dollar is good and inflation too, 
then inflation at t0+t will be good. (sufficient 
condition for goodness of future inflation).

2. If past time t from t0 is short, GDP at t0 is high, and 
exchange rate peso-dollar is good, and inflation too, 
then exchange rate at t0+t will be good. (sufficient 
condition for goodness of future exchange rate)

3. If past time t from t0 is short, GDP at t0 is high, and 
exchange rate peso-dollar is good, and inflation too, 
then GDP at t0+t will be high. (sufficient condition 
for goodness of future GDP) 

We use (15) to calculate the parameters of the 
sigmoidal membership functions, see (16).

)1.0ln()9.0ln(
(15)

)(1

1
)(

xe
xu

(16)

where is the preimage of 0.5, which means ‘as true as 
false’ and is the preimage of 0.1 or ‘almost absolutely 
false’, see table 3.

Figures 9 and 10 plot hypothetical sigmoidal 
membership functions for illustrating the influence of 
the meaning of the membership function when the 
parameters and are changed.
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Fig. 9: Membership function of ‘As true as false’:10; ‘Almost 
absolutely false’:5.

Fig. 10: ‘As true as false’:40; ‘Almost absolutely false’:15.

Columns 2 and 3 of table 4 represent the values of the 
reciprocal of the hypothesis 1 for gamma and beta 
variables, called hypothesis 1’, see formula 15, for 
every variable in the first column.
After the optimization of the set of parameters of the 
membership functions and by using an actual database 
and based on the predicates obtained from the 
hypothesis 1’ about the Mexican economy, the results of 
gamma and beta changed to those resumed in columns 4 
and 5.

Table 4. Optimization of 1’ results.

Gamma Beta Gamma Beta
Inflation 11 5 10.30 5.30
GIP 2 0 2.7007 0.13
Money 
Value

7 12 6.866 12.1

Future 
Inflation

11 5 6.391 6.35

Future 
GIP

2 0 2 0

Future 
Money 
Value

7 12 7 12

Time 2 4 1.199 4.14

Table 5 resumes the values of the membership functions 
for gamma and beta obtained from hypotheses 1, 2 and 
3 and 1’, 2’ and 3’. The primes indicate that the 
hypothesis is substituted by its corresponding 

reciprocal. We took into account the possible states of 
the variables and we used sigmoidal membership 
functions, negation of the sigmoidal and Gaussian.

The cells in the two final rows represent the truth
value of the universal propositions of each hypothesis , 
for the 15 first years, and the 6 last years, respectively
after optimization of 1’

Table 5

Hypoth
esis 1

Hypoth
esis 2

Hypoth
esis 3

Hypoth
esis 1'

Hypoth
esis 2'

Hypoth
esis 3'

0.13 0.79 0.16 0.90 0.79 0.25
0.04 0.05 0.23 1 0.99 0.19
0.97 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.03 0.26
0.32 0.61 0.51 1.00 0.44 0.29
0.10 0.66 0.59 1.00 0.64 0.55
0.22 0.55 0.72 1.00 0.51 0.65
… … … … … …
0.97 0.97 0.98 1.00 0.06 0.54
0.32 0.56 0.76 1.00 0.45 0.64
0.04 0.82 0.31 1.00 0.82 0.29
0.04 0.72 0.56 1.00 0.72 0.55
0.97 0.97 0.99 1.00 0.16 0.64
0.03 0.73 0.56 1.00 0.74 0.55
0.04 0.59 0.66 1.00 0.64 0.65
0.03 0.60 0.66 1.00 0.64 0.65
0.15 0.49 0.48 1.00 0.36 0.35
0.06 0.73 0.59 1.00 0.55 0.53

Hypothesis 1’ was the best for original parameters; after 
optimization, with the new parameters the result was 
very close to 1.

Example 3. (Diabetes sickness illustrating the second 
kind of knowledge discovery), see Ref. 26:
A large Data Base with the following 7 variables, which 
describe patients, was used to discover knowledge 
according Diabetes sickness:

Age
Race
Hypertension
Body Mass Index (BMI)
Cardiovascular and/or Cerebral Vascular Accident 
(CVA) antecedents (both known for the expression: 
“Antecedents”).
Sex
Classification of diabetes (Diabetes).

Combination of Geometric Mean Based Compensatory 
Logic with the correspondent QL implication was used.
Searching in the predicates space for high values of the 
correspondent universal proposition over the data base 
set, we obtained the following predicates, with the 
correspondent truth values of the universal proposition:
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General Predicates
(((Race=white) and ((Antecedents=true) and 
(Age=
((Classification =diabetes) or (Mass=high)))
Truth value: 0.9256
((Race=white) or ((((Antecedents=true) and 

(Sex=male))))
Truth value: 0.9205
((Ante
(Mass=
high)) and (Age=advanced)) or (Race=white)))
Truth value: 0.8603

Truth value: 0.8200

(Hypertension =true)))
Truth value: 0.8131
((Mass=high) or ((Hypertension=true) or (Sex=male))) 
Truth value: 0.8124
Association Rules
(((Classification=diabetes) and (Antecedents=true))) 

male) )True value: 0.9532
((((Race=white) and (Classification=diabetes)) and
(Age=advan
True value: 0.9189

white) and (Sex=male)) or ((Mass=high) or 
(Hypertension=true))))
True value: 0.9166

(Age=advanced))) 
True value: 0.9125

True value: 0.9036

(((Hypertension=true) and (Mass=high)) and 
(Race=white)))
True value: 0.8320
Classification Rules
(((((Sex=male) and (Race=white)) and 
(Hyperte
(Classification=diabetes))
True value: 0.9741 
(((Antecedents=true) and ((Mass=high) and 

True value: 0.9014 
((((Age=advanced) and (Antecedents=true)) and 
(((Hypertension =true) and (Sex=male)) and 

True value: 0.8907

((((Mass=high) and ((Antecedents=true) and 

(Classification=diabetes))
True value: 0.8713 
(((Antecedents=true) an

(Classification =diabetes))
True value: 0.8347
(((Race=white) and ((Sex=male) and 
(Age=advanced))))

True value: 0.7173
This example needs to define new concepts, see 
definitions 4 and 5.

Definition 4.
1, 2, , n-1 is a right deductive structure of 

Bivalent Logic if the formula 1 2 n-1 is 
valid in the propositional calculus of the bivalent logic. 

1, 2, , n-1
inference.

For example:
Tollens)

¬ ( P ¬ Q (D’ Morgan) 

P
Q (Disjunction)

Q (Conjunction)

Definition 5.
1, 2, , n-1 is a right deductive structure 

according a CIS, if the formula 1 2 n-1 is 
valid according CFL where the implication is the 
correspondent to the predetermined CIS.

Corollary 1.
1, 2, , n-1 is a right structure according bivalent 

logic if and only if 1, 2, , n-1 is a right deductive 
structure according the predetermined CIS.

The interpretation of this corollary is: If the premises 
of any right deductive structure of Bivalent Logic 
(which are all of them approximately true in the 
framework of the CIS), we will obtain a thesis 
approximately true according CFL.

This is not only a notion of interpretability of CFL 
according to bivalent logic, it is an actual approximate 
reasoning, because it uses the classical methods of 
proofs theory of the bivalent logic.

Let us continue with the example by means of a 
. Predicates with high truth 

values associated were included in the demonstration as 
premises.
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1. (Age=advanced)) (hypothesis)
2. ¬ (Classification =diabetes)) (hypothesis)
3. (((Race=white) 
=diabetes)) (premise) True value: 0.7034
4. (((Antecedents=true) 
(Classification=diabetes)) (premise) True value: 0.8347
5. ¬ (Race=white Age=advanced) Modus Tollens 
(2,3)
6. ¬ (Antecedents=true Age=advanced)
ModusTollens (2,4)
7. ¬ (Race=white) ¬ (Age=advanced) D’ Morgan 
(5)
8. ¬ (Antecedents=true) ¬ (Age=advanced) D’ 
Morgan (6)
9. ¬(¬(Age=advanced))) Double negation (1)
10. ¬ (Race=white) Disjunctive Syllogism (7,9)
11. ¬ (Antecedents=true) Disjunctive Syllogism (8,9)
12. ¬ (Race=white) ¬ (Antecedents=true) Addition 
(10)
13. ¬ (Race=white) ¬ (Antecedents=true) Product 
(10, 11)

Hence, the deductive structures demonstrated were the 
following:

(Age=advanced ¬
(Race=white) 

¬
(Antecedents=true)

¬
(Race=white) ¬ (Antecedents=true)

¬
(Race=white) ¬ (Antecedents=true

The correspondent formulas obtained were the 
following:

(Age=advanced) ¬(Classification =diabetes)
¬ (Race=white) 
(Age=advanced) 
¬ (Antecedents=true)
(Age=advanced) ¬(Classification =diabetes) 

¬ (Race=white) ¬ (Antecedents=true)
(Age=advanced) 
¬ (Race=white) ¬ (Antecedents=true)

The correspondent truth-values of the obtained formulas 
calculated using the data was:

(Age=advanced) and ¬(Classification 
=diabetes))
Truth-value of the universal proposition: 0.6479
(Age=advanced) and ¬(Classification 
=diabetes))
Truth-value of the universal proposition: 0.8348

(Age=advanced) and ¬(Classification 
=diabetes)) ¬
(Antecedents=true)) 
Truth-value of the universal proposition: 0.7419
(Age=advanced) and ¬(Classification =diabetes)) 

¬ (Antecedents=true) 
Truth-value of the universal proposition: 0.66021

This example demonstrates that even though we used 
bivalent methods for deduction, the truth values of the 
deducted formulas were large, because the premises 
where large, according to theorem 1.

This illustrates that taking into account theorem 1, 
bivalent reasoning can be used as heuristic to get new 
large truth value predicates, from the previous obtained 
predicates with large truth values.

5. Application of CFL to different areas and an
elaboration of computational tools

CFL has been applied to many fields; see point 3 of the 
conditions of interpretability. These are the following,
Ref. 28-49:

SWOT-OA 
Fuzzy Solution for n-person Cooperative Games as 
a model for Negotiation
Competitiveness (BIOMUNDI) 
Manager Competences and relation with an MBA 
program 
Integral Evaluation of Projects.
Local Sustainable Development Indexes.
SDI Readiness.
Data Quality Control (Opportunity, by the 
development of a new extension principle).
Business Process Discovery and Simulation.
Learning Evaluation .
Model for Selection of target control in Customs.
Treatment of Images of Magnetic Nuclear 
Resonance for discovery of brains substances using 
genetic algorithms as searching method.
Sustainability Report Introduction Readiness.
Compensatory Morphology operators.
Signals Treatment.
Particular problems of Knowledge Discovery
including compound problems.

Besides, the software called ICPro and its graphical 
version called Fuzzy Tree Studio form computational 
tools for the graphical modeling and calculus with 
predicates by using CFL and others fuzzy logic systems.
They use productively the interpretability properties for 
semantic modelling; see Fig. 11 and 12.
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Fig. 11. Fuzzy tree studio visual screen.

Fig. 12. Fuzzy tree studio screen showing computing truth 
values in a model.

The list of some CFL developed tools is given below; 
see point 2 of the conditions:

BIAS (DSS in organizations using SWOT-OA 
Analysis).
ICPRO (Fuzzy Logic Predicates evaluation and 
Neural Networks).
Fuzzy Tree Studio (New version of ICPRO), see 
Fig. 12.
Visual Prolog program for Knowledge Discovery 
by CFL and heuristic searching (Open structure).
Java Program for Knowledge Discovery by CFL 
and heuristic searching (Vectorial representation).
Different Tools using Pentaho, R, and Weka for 
BSC and Knowledge Discovery.
CFL Ontologies and Compensatory Fuzzy 
Description Logics (Fuzzy Tree Studio interacting 
with semantic frameworks including reasoning).

6. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have introduced a new definition of 
interpretable logical theory. Interpretability of a logical 
theory according language, should be an interpretability 
according logical theories and paradigms associated 
with social practices very much in relation with natural 
and professional language like Logics, Decision Making 

theories and methods, Mathematical Statistics and 
others.

We have identified the following steps for 
demonstrating that a logical theory is interpretable:

1. Creating a new theoretical approach interpretable 
by Bivalent Logic, and compatible with selected 
elements of Decision Making theories and Statistics

2. Elaboration of computational tools
3. Applications to different fields
4. Elaboration and application of experiments testing the 
following elements:
4.1 Compatibility with human behavior,
4.2 Compatibility with Knowledge Discovery methods 
for particular problems
4.3 Compatibility with Mamdani approach in simple 
cases,
4.4  Performance of different deductive structures as 
heuristics in knowledge discovery as a way of 
approximate reasoning.
4.5 Accuracy improvement in complex and high 
dimensional cases of Fuzzy Control, 
4.6 Compatibility with protoforms used in CWW and 
LDS
4.7 Robustness.

An interpretable theory is a feasible approach to 
reach a transdiciplinary theory.
Compensatory Fuzzy Logic is a paradigm of an 
interpretable logical theory. For this, we demonstrated, 
illustrating with some examples that it satisfies points 1, 
2 and 3 above.

We propose the following task for demonstrating 
interpretability:

1. Evaluating how convenient is an alternative 
according a predicate, obtained from expressions of 
the DM preferences.

2. Searching new convenient alternatives using that 
predicate. 

3. Evaluating how truth is an expression using facts 
and/or expert opinions. 

4. Estimating how truth is an expression using facts 
associated to a probabilistic sample. 

5. Discovering new knowledge expressed in natural 
language using heuristic and/or optimization. 

6. Demonstrating and discovering new knowledge by 
reasoning.

Tables 6 and 7 highlight the comparison of CFL 
with the principal fuzzy ways to use productively the 
natural language by Fuzzy Logic (Mamdani Fuzzy 
Inference Systems (MFIS), Integration of membership 
functions by operators (IMFO) and Computing by 
words (CWW) and Linguistic Data Summarization 
(LDS), according to the six tasks elaborated on in the 
previous discussion.
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Table 6 Skill comparison by tasks realized with the principal 
fuzzy ways to use productively the natural language Logic.

Theory/Task 1 2 3
CFL By predicates as

a function 
evaluating 
convenience

Searching by 
increasing truth 
values of a 
predicate

By the 
evaluation of 
the 
correspondent 
predicate

MFIS By rules, 
including 
convenience 
like a control 
variable

Not possible 
naturally

Not possible 
naturally

IMFO By aggregation 
using operators 
(including the 
case of 
linguistic 
information by 
labels)

Searching the best 
according the 
integration of the 
information

By aggregation 
of the linguistic 
information, but
it is not 
obtained a truth,
but a 
membership 
value or a label

CWW and LDS By specific 
protoforms

Searching by 
increasing truth 
values of specific 
protoforms

By the 
evaluation of 
specific 
protoforms

Table 7 Skill comparison by tasks with the principal fuzzy 
ways to use productively the natural language Logic

Theory/Task 4 5 6
CFL Calculating the 

truth value of the 
universal 
proposition over 
the sample

Possible to get 
any kind of 
knowledge by 
predicates

It is possible to 
discover 
knowledge, 
independently of 
its logic structure 
and reasoning by 
any deductive 
structure of the 
bivalent logic

MFIS Not possible Possible to get a 
set of rules in a 
form of fuzzy 
inference system

Possible to 
discover 
knowledge 
expressed as a set 
of rules improving
the performance 
of the fuzzy 
inference system

IMFO Not possible Not possible Not possible

CWW and 
LDS

Not possible Possible to get 
knowledge 
correspondent to 
specific proforms

Possible by 
specific ways 
associated
to the  specific 

proforms

7. Recommendations and future works

The current research is very complex because it needs 
of a big amount of justification for proving 
interpretability of Compensatory Fuzzy Logic. 
However, in this paper we have demonstrated an 

Future researches and papers should include some 
aspect not treated in this paper; particularly the 
objectives explained in points 4, which are enumerated 
above:

4. Elaboration and application of experiments testing the 
following elements:
4.1 Compatibility with human behavior,
4.2 Compatibility with Knowledge Discovery methods 
for particular problems
4.3 Compatibility with Mamdani approach in simple 
cases,
4.4 Performance of different deductive structures as 
heuristics in knowledge discovery as a way of 
approximate reasoning.
4.5 Accuracy improvement in complex and high 
dimensional cases of Fuzzy Control, 
4.6 Compatibility with protoforms used in CWW and 
LDS
4.7 Robustness.
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